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Since signs and words are perceived and produced in distinct sensory-motor systems, they do
not share a phonological basis. Nevertheless, many deaf bilinguals master a spoken language
with input merely based on visual cues like mouth representations of spoken words and orthographic representations of written words. Recent findings further suggest that processing of
words involves cross-language cross-modal co-activation of signs in deaf and hearing bilinguals.
Extending these findings in the present ERP-study, we recorded the electroencephalogram (EEG)
of fifteen congenitally deaf bilinguals of German Sign Language (DGS) (native L1) and German
(early L2) as they saw videos of semantically and grammatically acceptable sentences in DGS.
Within these DGS-sentences, two signs functioned as prime and target. Prime and target signs
either had an overt phonological overlap as signs (phonological priming in DGS), or were phonologically unrelated as signs but had a covert orthographic overlap in their written German
translation (orthographic priming in German). Results showed a significant priming effect for
both conditions. Target signs that were either phonologically related as signs or had an underlying orthographic overlap in their written German translation engendered a less negative going
polarity in the electrophysiological signal compared to overall unrelated control targets. We thus
provide first evidence that deaf bilinguals co-activate their secondly acquired ‘spoken/written’
language German during whole sentence processing of their native sign language DGS.
Keywords: sign language; phonology; priming; EEG; bimodal bilingualism

1 Introduction

Research on spoken language processing in hearing unimodal bilinguals has left little
doubt as to the simultaneous activation of linguistic units, e.g., words or phonemes, from
both languages during the processing of one language. This does not only hold for coactivation of words based on semantic overlap, but also for co-activation of words based
on sub-lexical (phonological or orthographic) overlap (see Van Assche et al. 2012 for a
recent review). The latter phenomenon, known as language non-selective lexical access,
has been demonstrated in adult unimodal bilinguals (Spivey & Marian 1999; Marian et al.
2003; Schulpen et al. 2003; Ju & Luce 2004; Lagrou et al. 2011; Von Holzen & Mani 2014)
and child unimodal bilinguals (Brenders et al. 2011; Von Holzen & Mani 2012; Poarch &
Van Hell 2012) of varying proficiency in both their languages. It supports models of bilingual word recognition, which assume considerable cross-talk between the two languages
of a bilingual at multiple stages of processing (e.g., the BIA+ model: Dijkstra et al. 1999;
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Dijkstra & van Heuven 2002). However, most research on language non-selective lexical
access has focused on hearing unimodal bilinguals, i.e., in this context, bilinguals growing
up with two spoken languages. Hearing or deaf people growing up with a sign language
and a spoken language – i.e., bimodal bilinguals – constitute a special group of bilinguals
whose two languages are produced and perceived in two different modalities with no
sensomotoric overlap: the visual-manual modality and the auditory-oral modality. Hence,
with the term bimodal bilinguals we refer to both deaf and hearing signers. By using the
term deaf bimodal bilinguals, we want to highlight the fact that many deaf individuals are
able to master a visual-manual sign language as well as an oral spoken language, although
the input of the spoken language appears to them visually through written text and lipreading (see Woll & MacSweeney 2016 for discussion).
In comparison to research with hearing unimodal bilinguals, research with deaf or
hearing bimodal bilinguals enables the investigation of the modality-independent consequences of bilingualism on the structure, organization and processing of the language system (Emmorey et al. 2016). Against this background, the current study with congenitally
deaf native signers examined the co-activation of L2 German words during the processing
of sentences in L1 German Sign Language (Deutsche Gebärdensprache, DGS). Evidence that
the less dominant, perceptually non-overlapping L2 words are co-activated during L1 sign
processing would have important implications for models of bilingual word recognition
with regard to the nature of cross-talk between two languages during processing, as we
will explain in more detail below.
Psycho- and neurolinguistic research with bimodal bilinguals has long focused on hearing bimodal bilinguals (or children of deaf adults, Codas) (e.g., Emmorey et al. 2008; 2013;
2016; Shook & Marian 2009; Lillo-Martin et al. 2014). Given that this population has
access to both language modalities from birth, spoken language acquisition in this population is more comparable – but not identical – to that of unimodal, non-signing bilinguals.
In contrast, deaf bimodal bilinguals, being congenitally and profoundly deaf, form a special group who must overcome the challenge of learning a spoken language (L2) with very
little or no phonological input. Nevertheless, deaf bilinguals not only acquire fluency in
their native sign language (L1), but many are also able to achieve high levels of proficiency
in their second (spoken) language (L2), using visual cues such as mouth representations
of spoken words and orthographic representations of written words (cf. Marentette &
Mayberry 2000; Baker & Woll 2008; Plaza-Pust & Weinmeister 2008; Lillo-Martin 2009).
However, the two facts that there is little perceptual overlap between the two modalities
of their two languages and that the input of the spoken language is reduced to visual cues,
place additional cognitive demands on the acquisition of the second language. This raises
doubt as to the strength of the connections between the two languages, and consequently,
the possibility of both languages being simultaneously active during the processing of
input in one of these languages.
1.1 Previous studies

Despite the absence of phonological overlap between lexical representations of signs
and words, a number of studies suggest that the processing of a spoken or written word
leads to the co-activation of the corresponding sign representation, i.e., cross-language
co-activation from word to sign. With hearing bimodal bilinguals, Shook & Marian (2012)
conducted a visual-world-paradigm experiment, showing that participants co-activated
American Sign Language (ASL) signs when processing spoken English words: Participants
looked longer at competitor items than at distractor items, when the ASL sign translation
of the competitor overlapped phonologically with the ASL sign translation of the target
word. The authors argue that sign translations of the target word were co-activated by
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top-down or lateral connections between word and sign representations. Similar results
were provided by Giezen & Emmorey (2016). In a sign production task with interfering
words, hearing bimodal bilinguals showed a facilitation in ASL sign production, if the
interfering English words were phonologically related through sign translation (for results
of hearing bimodal bilinguals in Spanish Sign Language (Lengua de Senãs Espanõla (LSE),
see Villameriel et al. 2016).
By testing deaf bimodal bilinguals, Morford et al. (2011) similarly provide evidence for
the co-activation of ASL signs (L1) during the processing of written English words (L2). In
their experiment, deaf participants and a control group of hearing bilinguals without any
knowledge of ASL were presented with two written words that either had phonologically
similar sign translations or not and were asked to judge the semantic relatedness of the
two words. The processing of the (overt) semantic overlap between written words was
modulated by the (covert) phonological ASL overlap between the sign translations of the
written words. Reaction time measurements showed that deaf participants were faster
to indicate the semantic relatedness of words that also had phonologically similar sign
translations compared to those semantically related words with unrelated sign translations. These results were the first to suggest that deaf bimodal bilinguals also activate L1
sign representations during L2 written word processing (Morford et al. 2011; 2014; for
similar results in other sign languages, see Kubus et al. 2014 for DGS and Ormel et al.
2012 for NGT). Meade et al. (2017) present first ERP results with deaf bimodal bilinguals
for implicit co-activation of ASL signs during single English word processing. Prime-target
word pairs with phonologically related sign translations elicited reduced negativities
compared to targets with unrelated sign translations.
While the results reviewed above shed important light on the co-activation of the dominant first language during second language processing, there is, as yet, little known about
the co-activation of less dominant second language spoken/written word representations
during the processing of L1 signs, i.e., cross-language co-activation from sign to word. This
question is theoretically relevant as models of the bilingual lexicon differ in how they
conceptualize inter-language connections. For instance, the Revised Hierarchical Model
(RHM, Kroll & Stewart 1994) proposes that there are strong connections from L2 to L1
on the lexical level because second language processing is mediated by the first language.
Thus, individuals at a relatively early stage of L2 learning process L2 items via corresponding L1 translations. Although the processing of L2 items via the corresponding L1
translation reduces with a more advanced level of L2 competence, lexical associations are
assumed to be stronger for L2 to L1 items compared to L1 to L2 items. Indeed, studies
with hearing unimodal bilinguals suggest that when tested in their L1, participants do not
implicitly label objects in both their languages. In contrast, when tested in their L2, they
do implicitly retrieve both language labels for visually presented objects (Spivey & Marian
1999; Marian & Spivey 2003a; b; Weber & Cutler 2004; Wu & Thierry 2011; but see Von
Holzen & Mani 2014). Furthermore, studies examining the time course of translation
priming suggest that translation priming from L1 to L2 follows a later time course relative
to L2 to L1 (Alvarez et al. 2003).
The strength of connections from L1 to L2 may be further weakened in bimodal bilinguals,
given that lexical items in their two languages do not share overt phonological form-based
similarities and the two languages draw upon distinct sensomotoric systems. Thus, taken
together, (a) the absence of perceptual overlap between the two languages and (b) the difference in the dominance of the two languages of congenitally deaf bilinguals question the
possibility that processing signs routinely involves access to cross-language written word
translations. However, were we to find evidence of cross-language co-activation from
sign to word in deaf bimodal bilinguals, this would substantially advance our knowledge
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of bilingual activation models (like BIA+, Dijkstra & Heuven 2002; or BLINCS, Shook &
Marian 2013), as the lack of overt phonological overlap implies a connective link between
the two languages on a separate, non-phonological level (see also Thierry & Wu 2007).
Indeed, Lee et al. (2019) present ERP evidence for co-activation of English words (L2)
during the recognition of single ASL signs (L1) in deaf and hearing bimodal bilinguals. In
a semantic relation task, deaf and hearing bimodal bilinguals had to judge the semantic
relatedness of single sign pairs, half of which were semantically related. The other half
was semantically unrelated. Half of the semantically unrelated pairs had an orthographic
and phonological overlap in their English word translation (e.g. ‘bar’ and ‘star’). ERP
results showed an N400 effect for the critical condition, i.e. pairs that are form-related in
English. Interestingly, the ERP effect was reverse in deaf bimodal bilinguals compared to
hearing bimodal bilinguals. For deaf signers, the critical condition elicited a lager N400
component compared to the non-critical condition (i.e. pairs with unrelated English translations). The authors associate these results with a difference in language dominance and
an asymmetry in the reliance on orthographic and phonological representations between
deaf and hearing bimodal bilinguals.
Against this background, the current ERP study examines whether congenitally deaf
bimodal bilinguals co-activate L2 written word representations during the processing of
L1 signs. It is worth noting that the current study – in contrast to all previous studies
– focuses on cross-language co-activation from sign to word in the processing of signed
sentences, rather than individual signs. Sentence contexts typically provide additional
information that may allow the discourse partner to predict the upcoming input (Altmann
& Kamide 1999; Mani & Huettig 2012; Hosemann et al. 2013) and are thus more ecologically valid as we usually perceive words in context and not in isolation. Furthermore, ERP
studies of monolingual lexical recognition provide evidence of distinct neurophysiological responses to an item processed in a sentential context compared to an item processed
as isolated single word. For example, the effect of the frequency of words is suppressed
when they are presented in meaningful sentence contexts (Van Petten 1995; BornkesselSchlesewsky et al. 2016). On this account, we explicitly chose to present signs in sentence
contexts. Nevertheless, given that this is the first study examining L2 (written word)
activation during L1 (sign) processing in sentences, we avoid highly predictive sentence
contexts to allow a preliminary assessment of the strength of L2 to L1 connections across
modalities.
1.2 The present study

Congenitally deaf bilinguals watched signed DGS sentences in which two signs served as
prime and target, respectively. Prime and target signs were either phonologically related
within or across language or unrelated. In the within-language priming condition, prime
and target signs were minimal pairs, overlapping in three out of four phonological parameters and differing in one, i.e., either in handshape, movement, location or orientation
of the sign. Figure 1 presents video stills of the DGS signs store and animal that differ
only in the path movement. Since prime and target signs form minimal pairs, differing in
only one phonological parameter, processing of the target sign may be facilitated by prior
retrieval of and access to the overlapping phonological parameters pre-activated by the
prime.
In the cross-language priming condition, primes and targets were phonologically unrelated signs, but their German translations were phonological and orthographic minimal
pairs. For example, the signs mother and butter have no phonological overlap in DGS,
but their German translations differ in the onset grapheme and phoneme: <mutter>,
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Figure 1: Video stills of the DGS signs store (left) and animal (right). The distinctive parameter is
the movement: store has a reduplicated up-and-down movement, while animal has an alternating back-and-forth movement.

[ˈmʊtɐ] – <butter>, [ˈbʊtɐ]. If processing L1 signs leads to co-activation of the corresponding L2 written word translations, we expect to find a priming effect for related crosslanguage prime-target pairs. Importantly, in the within-language condition, any effects of
sign priming rely on (overt) sign-phonological overlap between prime and target and can
be mediated by merely pre-lexical processes. In contrast, in the cross-language condition,
any effects of priming necessarily rely on lexical level activation of the prime’s and the
target’s L2 written word translations during L1 sign processing.
Most studies investigating phonological priming as reflected in ERP responses have
focused on spoken languages (e.g.; Connolly & Phillips 1994; Praamstra et al. 1994;
Dumay et al. 2001). However, Gutiérrez et al. (2012) compared prime-target pairs in
LSE that either shared the phonological parameter location or the phonological parameter
handshape with unrelated prime-target pairs. With such minimally overlapping primetarget pairs, ERP responses were more negative for related signs compared to unrelated
signs, and only for location overlap. The authors interpret this effect on the basis of interactive activation models (e.g., McClelland & Elman 1986) that propose lateral inhibition
at the lexical level during the processing of such minimally related signs.
While we might expect a similar interference effect in the processing of related signs
within and, potentially also, across-language, our own research (and numerous other
studies) with increased overlap between primes and targets (at least in spoken language)
finds increased negative potentials timelocked to unrelated targets relative to related targets (Von Holzen & Mani 2014; see also Thierry & Wu 2007 and Van Hell & Kroll 2013
for a review).
Given the increased phonological overlap between signs in the within-language priming
condition and the increased orthographical/phonological overlap between written word
translations in the cross-language priming condition, we, therefore, predict increased
negative deflections in brain activity to target signs preceded by unrelated prime signs
compared to within-language related primes or cross-language related primes. In the case
of within language prime-target pairs, this reduced negativity is expected due to greater
ease in target processing given the increased (overt) phonological overlap between targets and primes, such that three of the four phonological parameters of the target may
have been pre-activated during presentation of the prime. In the case of cross-language
primes, this reduced negativity is expected due to greater ease in target processing due
to pre-activation of the L2 translation of the target (via covert overlap with the L2 translation of the prime). Such a reduction in N400 to targets in cross-language related pairs
would provide particularly strong support for co-activation of the L2 German translation
equivalents of L1 signs during L1 sentence processing. We focus on two time windows
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that have previously been shown to be sensitive to the comparisons in the current study,
namely, the time window from 300 to 400 ms and the time window from 450 to 650 ms.
The earlier time window captures the typical N400 component (Kutas & Hillyard 1980;
Kutas & Federmeier 2000), which has been shown to index processing of semantic information. We also analyze a slightly later time window given that a number of studies with
unimodal bilinguals suggest that the onset of components like the N400 can be delayed in
bilinguals, especially in conditions that include access to their L2 (e.g., Ardal et al. 1990;
Moreno & Kutas 2005; Van Hell & Tokowicz 2010). Indeed, some studies suggest that
this later time window may be more sensitive to translation effects especially when going
from L1 to L2, suggesting that translation from L1 to L2 follows a later time course than
translation from L2 to L1 (Phillips et al. 2006; Van Hell & Kroll 2013). In addition, previous studies on sign language processing have already shown that the temporal nature of
signs – especially the relatively long transition phase between signs – may be responsible
for a delayed N400 (e.g. Lee et al. 2019; see also Hosemann et al. 2013 for the impact of
the temporal nature of signs on language processing). We will come back to this in more
detail in the discussion section.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Participants

Fifteen congenitally deaf native signers of DGS from all over Germany participated in the
experiment as paid volunteers (9 male, 6 female). All participants were right-handed, had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and reported no history of neurological disorders.
Their ages ranged from 24 to 48 years (mean 31.8; sd 7.41). All signers had deaf parents
and DGS input before the age of three (Age of Acquisition (AoA) L1: 0–3; mean 0.83;
sd 1.27). Based on a questionnaire (administered after the experiment), participants
learned written German at an average age of 4½ years (AoA L2: 2–7; mean 4.53; sd 1.3).
On a 1–10 scale, participants rated their proficiency in written German on average 6.73
(range 4–10; sd 1.28). Most of them regularly write German in work contexts, in emails
and in chats. No further reading tests or German proficiency tests were used.
2.2 Materials

The materials were discussed, developed and video recorded in collaboration with two
deaf DGS informants (one female, one male). The stimulus material consisted of a total of
160 sentences, 40 sentences per condition (a complete list of the stimulus sentences can
be found in Appendix A). In the within-language priming condition (i.e., priming in DGS),
prime and target signs formed minimal pairs overlapping in three phonological parameters and differing in only one: either in handshape, in the path movement, in location or
in the orientation of the sign (cf. store – animal in Figure 1). Sentences in the withinlanguage control condition were identical to their within-language priming counterparts,
except for the prime, which was phonologically unrelated to the target in DGS as well as
in its German translation (e.g., church – animal). In the cross-language priming condition
(i.e., priming due to German translation equivalents), prime and target signs shared no
overt phonological overlap, but their German translation equivalents were orthographic
and phonological minimal pairs differing only in the onset grapheme/phoneme (mother
– butter, ‘Mutter’ – ‘Butter’). Note that we did not further differentiate between orthographic and phonological overlap in the design of our stimulus set. Sentences in the
cross-language control condition were identical to their priming counterparts, except for
the prime sign, which was phonologically unrelated to the target sign in DGS; and the
German translations of prime and target were no minimal pairs and did not share a rime
(father – butter, ‘Vater’ – ‘Butter’). All sentences were semantically and grammati-
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cally correct sentences of DGS. Prime and target signs were semantically unrelated across
all conditions. By changing prime signs, we could keep target signs identical across the
related and the unrelated conditions. Any differences in target processing across primed
and control conditions can thus be attributed to the differences in the degree and kind of
overlap between primes and targets.
Test sentences, as in (1), started with a DGS typical beginning: either a topic construction
(topic soccer …), a temporal construction (this year …), or a location (supermarket
index …). Sentence beginnings were followed by the prime, an intermediate index sign,
the target, and a sentence final verb. Note that prime and target signs were nouns and that
DGS is a verb-final language (Perniss et al. 2007; Leeson & Saeed 2012). ix is a so-called
index or pointing sign, which is used for referential anchoring of locations within signing
space (Steinbach & Onea 2016).
(1)

a.

b.

c.

d.

within-language priming condition:
DGS:
usually store ix animal allowed-neg visit
German: Normalerweise sind in Geschäften keine Tiere erlaubt.
‘Usually, animals are not allowed to enter stores.’
within-language control condition:
DGS:
usually church ix animal allowed-neg visit
German: Normalerweise sind in Kirchen keine Tiere erlaubt.
‘Usually, animals are not allowed to enter churches.’

cross-language priming condition:
DGS:
refrigerator poss1 mother ix butter take-out
German: Meine Mutter holt Butter aus dem Kühlschrank.
‘My mother takes out the butter from the refrigerator.’
cross-language control condition:
DGS:
refrigerator poss1 father ix butter take-out
German: Mein Vater holt Butter aus dem Kühlschrank.
‘My father takes out the butter from the refrigerator.’

Stimulus sentences were signed by a male deaf model and recorded with a HDR-XR 550E
full-HD camera (25 frames / sec). The video editing software application Adobe Premiere
Pro was used for cutting and editing the material. To ensure the naturalness of the test
stimuli, each sentence was recorded in one take, so prime signs were not cross spliced
across sentences (see Section 2.5). Videos had a width of 720 pixels and a height of
576 pixels (corresponding to a size of approximately 25 by 20 cm on screen). Each DGS
sentence was preceded by 2 seconds in which the signer remained still before starting
to sign. After the end of the sentence, the signer again remained motionless for about
1 second. On average, the stimulus videos had a length of 9.34 seconds (sd 1.04). Prime
signs started on average 4.404 seconds into the video (sd 0.83) and had an average length
of 0.532 seconds (sd 0.13). Target signs started on average 6.057 seconds into the video
(sd 0.86) and had an average length of 0.505 seconds (sd 0.13). The inter stimulus interval between prime offsets and target onsets was on average 1.122 seconds (sd 0.19),
consisting of the intermediate index sign and the preceding and subsequent transition
phases between signs. Transition phases can be comparatively long and last up to 200 ms
(cf. Hosemann et al. 2013; Jantunen 2013). There were no significant differences in the
length of the intervals between primes and targets across conditions: within-language priming: 1.149 second [sd 0.22], within-language control: 1.074 seconds [sd 0.21], cross-language priming: 1.137 seconds [sd 0.18], cross-language control: 1.128 seconds [sd 0.15];
p = 0.28). None of the other measures, e.g., duration of prime and target signs and
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length of stimulus videos, differed between related and control conditions (ps > 0.16). In
addition to the stimulus sentences, we recorded 8 practice sentences that were similar in
structure, but included no prime and target signs. Furthermore, every 8th critical sentence
we interposed a yes/no-question about the content of one of the preceding eight test sentences to ensure participants were attending to the presented stimuli. There was a total
of 20 yes/no-questions (10 questions with a correct ‘yes’-answer, 10 with a ‘no’-answer).
We instructed our model to sign as naturally as possible. To ensure clarity, signing
was marginally slower compared to natural conversation speed, but included nonmanual
actions when appropriate, except of mouthing on prime and target signs. Nonmanual
components (like movements of the head and upper body, facial expressions, eye movement, and mouth actions) constitute an essential grammatical part of sign languages and
can have several linguistic functions (Pfau & Quer 2010; Sandler 2012; Wilbur 2012;
Herrmann & Steinbach 2013). The term mouthing refers to the silent pronunciation of
(parts of) the corresponding spoken word concurrent with sign production (Boyes Braem
& Sutton-Spence 2001). We explicitly instructed our model to omit mouthing on prime
and target signs to ensure that no co-activation of the German word would arise merely
due to processing of the overt visual mouthing cues. This also avoided that target recognition might be facilitated due to similar mouthing cues during prime production. The
absence of mouthing on prime and target signs increased the potential ambiguity of the
signs, since there are dialectal variations and homophonic signs in DGS. Signs in DGS do
not necessarily have a one-to-one translation in German, but can be rather ambiguous.
For example, the DGS sign cup is a homophone to the sign coffee and can further mean
‘drink coffee out of a cup’. In order to ensure that signers retrieved the intended concept
when presented with a particular sign, we administered a translation task, in which participants saw the 40 critical videos of the cross-language priming condition and had to
translate the content of each video into written German. Sentences with an unintended
translation of prime or target sign were individually excluded from the single subject
analysis.
2.3 Procedure

Participants were seated in a dimly lit experimental room in front of a 92 × 50 cm TV
screen at a distance of approximately one meter from the screen. In order to exclude any
spoken German influence during the experiment, all conversation before, during, and after
the experiment was in DGS. After giving informed written consent to their participation,
participants saw an introduction video in DGS explaining the task facing them. They were
asked to watch the upcoming videos and to answer the interspersed yes/no-questions
by pressing the corresponding buttons on an X-Box controller. Next, participants were
presented with two practice blocks, which included 8 trials presenting a sentence video,
and one trial presenting a yes/no-question. There was no overlap between stimuli in the
practice block and the main experiment. The experiment started following the practice
block after all of the participants remaining questions were clarified. The experimental
session was split into 4 blocks, each containing 40 critical sentence trials interspersed
with five question trials in which participants were asked a question related to the content of one of the preceding eight sentences. Sentences of each condition (within-language
priming, within-language control, cross-language priming, cross-language control) were equally
allocated to the 4 blocks and presented in a pseudo-randomized fashion so that target
signs were not repeated within blocks. The order of blocks was counterbalanced across
participants. Question trials were inserted after every 8th test trial. Sentence trials were
presented automatically and separated by 1000 ms during which a blank screen was
shown. Sentence trials after question trials would start 1000 ms after a response button
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was pressed. No feedback on the accuracy of the response was given. After every block,
participants could take a break and continue the experiment by pressing a button on the
response box. After the experimental session, participants were asked to fill out the postexperimental translation task, which was used to control whether participants activated
the intended German translation of the critical signs.
2.4 EEG recording

EEG data were recorded using a Biosemi Active Two Amplifier system. Data was recorded
from 32 Ag/AgCl electrodes, mounted in an elastic cap according to the international
10–20 system, with a sampling rate of 2048 Hz (see Figure 2 for electrode montage and
analysis configuration). Electrode offsets were kept <20 μV. EEG recordings were referenced offline to the average left and right mastoid reference. The electrooculogram (EOG)
was recorded for each participant from three electrodes, one at the outer canthi of each
eye (horizontal EOG), and one below the left eye (vertical EOG).
2.5 Trigger placing

When analyzing ERPs related to a target sign within the processing of an ongoing unspliced
signing stream, the corresponding trigger position needs to be identified according to
visual cues within the signing stream. In the present study, we analyzed ERPs related to

Figure 2: Electrode montage with reference to the 10–20 system. Squares indicate which e
 lectrodes
were combined into regions of interest for statistical analysis. Regions of interest were formed
over midline electrodes and fronto-central, centro-parietal and parieto-occipital electrodes in
both hemispheres.
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the trigger sign onset, defined as the first frame of the target sign in which the target hand
configuration (i.e., handshape and orientation) reaches its initial location, right before
the signs path movement, as in accordance with other sign language ERP priming studies
(e.g., Gutiérrez et al. 2012a; b; Hosemann et al. 2013).
2.6 EEG data preprocessing and statistical analysis

The raw EEG data was filtered offline with a 0.01 Hz high-pass and a 30 Hz low-pass filter.
Single subject averages were calculated per condition and electrode between –200 and
1000 ms relative to the trigger sign onset. Trials that contained eye blinks and other artifacts were rejected using a 120 Hz amplitude cut-off threshold. Hosemann et al. (2013)
investigated ERP correlates triggered to three different time-points within the ongoing
signing stream. The results suggested that unexpected signs engendered an N400 prior to
the sign onset, elicited by pre-lexical cues in the transition phase. In other words, the transition phase may pre-empt processing of the target sign. Given that the transition phase
already includes information regarding the identity of the upcoming sign, we did not
baseline correct the data to the time period prior to the onset of the sign. Previous studies
on sign language processing similarly report uncorrected data for this reason (Hosemann
et al. 2013). Nevertheless, to allow comparison with previous studies examining similar
issues in spoken language processing, we also report baseline corrected data in Section 3.2
Footnote 2. Three out of the 15 deaf participants had to be excluded from further analysis,
due to excessive eye movement artifacts and/or major EEG drifts.
For each participant, we excluded those trials where participants translated the signs
differently to our intended translations in the post-experimental translation task. This
translation task was conducted for the cross-language priming condition but not for the
within-language priming condition, which led to a different number of trials that entered
the analysis. On average, participants translated prime and target as intended in 51,67%
of the cases (mean of ‘correctly’ translated items: 20.67; range 13–25; sd 3.47). Hence,
on average 20 items (range: 13–25) per participant entered the analysis for the crosslanguage priming condition. The comparatively high number of ‘falsely’ translated videos
can be explained by two factors: First, only translations with the exact intended German
minimal pairs were included in the analysis. We excluded those sentences from the analysis that contained semantically related word translations, like, for example, the hypernym
flower instead of the intended word rose (note that the DGS signs flower and rose are
identical). Second, as already mentioned above, signs have a higher contextual ambiguity
compared to German words and are often disambiguated in DGS by mouthing. Since we
did not present prime and target signs with corresponding mouthing (see Section 2.2),
we may have increased the potential ambiguity of these signs. After artifact and translation rejection, a total of 248 out of 480 items and their control counterparts entered the
analysis for the cross-language priming condition. For the within-language priming condition, after artifact rejection a total of 469 out of 480 items and their control counterparts
entered the analysis. Note that each condition (within-language and cross-language) had
its own control sentences, so that the dropout between primed and unprimed sentences
was consistent within each condition. Grand averages were computed over single subject
averages.
For the statistical analysis, repeated analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were calculated for
the factors CONDITION (within-language vs. cross-language); PRIMING (priming vs. control); HEMISPHERE (left vs. right); and REGION. Three regions of interests were formed
for each hemisphere: fronto-central (F3, F4, FC1, FC2), centro-parietal (C3, C4, CP1, CP2),
and parieto-occipital (P3, P4, PO3, PO4). A separate ANOVA examined brain potentials
across midline electrodes Fz, Cz, and Pz. The statistical analysis was carried out in a
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hierarchical manner. Where appropriate, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied
(Greenhouse & Geisser 1959).

3 Results

3.1 Behavioral data

After each series of 8 sentences, participants were presented with a yes/no-question
regarding the content of one of the previously seen videos to control for general attention. Participants gave the correct, intended answer to 72,5% (total 174/240; participant
mean 16, sd 3) and an incorrect answer to 27,5% (66/240; participant mean 4, sd 3) of
the questions.1 Since the correct answers were significantly above chance (X²(1) = 48.6,
p < 0.01), we assumed that participants were sufficiently attentive during the experiment
and so we did not exclude any participants from analysis on the basis of the behavioral
data.
3.2 ERP data

3.2.1 300 to 400 ms

In a preliminary analysis, the omnibus ANOVA with the factors CONDITION (within-language vs. cross-language), PRIMING (priming vs. control), HEMISPHERE (left vs. right),
and REGION (fronto-central, centro-parietal, parieto-occipital) revealed no significant
results (ps > 0.05).
3.2.2 450 to 650 ms

An omnibus ANOVA with the factors CONDITION (within-language vs. cross-language),
PRIMING (priming vs. control), HEMISPHERE (left vs. right), and REGION (fronto-central,
centro-parietal, parieto-occipital) revealed a main effect of priming (F(1,11) = 12.99,
p < 0.01). An omnibus ANOVA with the factors CONDITION, PRIMING and REGION on
the midline electrodes shows a similar main effect of priming (F(1,11) = 13.97, p < 0.01).
No other main effects or interactions reached significance (ps > 0.1).2 The absence of an
interaction between PRIMING and CONDITION suggests that both the within-language and
cross-language priming conditions elicited a similar priming effect in our deaf participants.
Nevertheless, despite the absence of an interaction between these two factors, planned
comparisons were computed to ensure that a similar priming effect was obtained in both
conditions. These analyses confirmed that ERPs to targets preceded by within-language
related primes were significantly different from ERPs to the same targets preceded by
unrelated primes (hemispheric electrodes: n.s.; midline electrodes: (F(1,11) = 5.13, p <
0.05). Similarly, ERPs to targets preceded by cross-language related primes were significantly different from ERPs to the same targets preceded by unrelated primes (hemispheric
electrodes: F (1, 11) = 7.75, p < 0.05; midline electrodes: F (1, 11) = 8.062, p < 0.05).
Figure 3 presents grand averages of ERPs time-locked to the sign onset of the target
sign for within-language priming conditions as well as for cross-language priming conditions. As can be seen from the graphs, target signs in primed conditions (marked in red)
led to ERPs with a less negative deflection compared to target signs in un-primed control
conditions (marked in blue). Based on visual inspection, the elicited ERP signal deviates
from a classical N400 in that primed conditions show a positive deflection compared to
1
2

Note that one participant confused the response buttons and gave incorrect answers to all 20 questions.
Data was recoded for this participant.
An analysis including a baseline correction –200 to –100 ms prior to the trigger position revealed no
difference in the overall effects. It showed an overall main effect of condition (within-language vs. crosslanguage): hemispheric electrodes F(1,11) = 7.67, p < 0.05, midline electrodes F(1,11) = 5.43, p < 0.05;
and of priming (priming vs. control): hemispheric electrodes F(1,11) = 15.28, p < 0.01, midline electrodes
F(1,11) = 14.57, p < 0.01, but no interaction between the two factors.
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Figure 3: Grand average ERPs for (A) target signs in within-language conditions (primed targets = dark red, unprimed control targets = dark blue); and for (B) target signs in cross-language conditions (primed targets = bright red, unprimed targets = bright blue). Negativity is
plotted upwards. The related trigger position is the sign onset. For visual presentation of the
plots we used a 0.1–20 Hz display filter.

unprimed conditions. However, the N400 does not need to be negative in absolute terms
(see review in Kutas & Federmeier 2011). We will come back to this in more detail in
the discussion section. Interestingly, primed target signs both in the within- and crosslanguage priming condition elicited a similar neurophysiological response. This indicates
that overt sign phonological priming as well as covert orthographic priming via German
translation equivalents modulated the processing of target signs.
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4 Discussion

In the present study, we examined whether congenitally deaf bimodal bilinguals co-activate L2 written word representations during the processing of sentences in their L1 sign
language DGS. We measured ERP responses to the processing of target signs embedded
in a sentence context. Target signs were either preceded by an overt sign-phonologically
related prime sign (within-language priming), or by a prime sign whose German translation was an orthographic and phonological minimal pair to the target sign’s German
translation by sharing the rime (cross-language priming). In within-language priming, we
predicted reduced negative deflections to primed vs. unprimed targets, due to facilitated
recognition based on the overt sign-phonological overlap. In cross-language priming, we
also predicted facilitated recognition based on co-activation of the orthographic/phonological related German translation equivalents. As expected, we found a robust priming
effect within as well as across languages: Primed target signs engendered a less negative
deflection with a mostly central scalp distribution. ERPs were significantly less negative
450–650 ms after sign-onset in both primed conditions compared to the control conditions. This indicates that the processing of target signs was modulated by the overlap with
prime signs. Crucially, this was not only the case for prime-target pairs with overt signphonological overlap in DGS, but also for prime-target pairs that did not overlap as signs
but that overlapped only in the orthography/phonology of their German translations.
Extending previous studies with bimodal bilinguals on cross-language co-activation (see
Section 1.1), the current study provides evidence that deaf bimodal bilinguals activate
less prominent L2 written word representations during processing of L1 signs in continuous sentence contexts. That is to say the data provide evidence for cross-language coactivation from sign to word in the processing of signed sentences.
4.1 Interpretation of ERP data

The EEG data shows less negative going deflections to primed sentences compared to
unrelated sentences 450–650 ms after target sign onset. We interpret the data to reflect
modulations in the N400 component elicited by the sign language and spoken/written
language translation overlap between prime and target, even though we note that polarity and timing does not fit the canonical N400 response. Yet, the N400 does not need to
be negative in absolute terms (Kutas & Federmeier 2011) and delayed N400 effects have
previously been reported for bilingual language processing (e.g., Phillips et al. 2006;
Van Hell & Kroll 2013). The polarity and timing of the effect might further be related
to methodological aspects of the study: First, because we presented target signs within a
fluent stream of signs, there is a natural transition phase prior to the sign onset, in which
the sign is not yet recognizable but in which some cues are already present (see also
Section 2.5). Second, similar to previous studies investigating sign language processing
(Hosemann et al. 2013) we did not baseline correct our data because pre-lexical cues in
the transition phase might pre-empt processing of the target sign (see also Section 2.6).
Both aspects might have contributed to a less canonical response pattern. We therefore
take our data as evidence for a priming effect for related relative to unrelated targets.
In particular, we argue that the increased overlap between primes and targets in related
conditions facilitated processing of the target. In the within-language priming condition,
phonological parameters of the target may have been pre-activated by the presentation of
the prime. In the cross-language priming condition, the L2 translation of the prime may
have led to pre-activation of the orthographically/phonologically related L2 translation
of the target. In both cases this pre-activation leads to facilitated target recognition in
primed compared to unprimed conditions.
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The timing and the positive deflection might also suggest an alternative interpretation
in terms of a late positive component (LPC), which is typically associated with recognition
memory. In the context of bilingualism, an LPC has been reported in research with hearing unimodal bilinguals processing a code switch (e.g., Moreno et al. 2002; FitzPatrick &
Indefrey 2014). With regard to the results of our study, neither the positivity engendered
by within-language primed target signs, nor by cross-language primed target signs can be
explained in terms of an overt code-switching event. However, the covert overlap between
the German translations of the sign language prime-target pairs or the overt overlap in
sign language phonology might increase the salience of the target word. Especially in
terms of co-activation of the L2 translation of the L1 sign, the results could be interpreted
as indexing the co-activation of unexpected task relevant information. Nevertheless, it
should be noted that the LPC has been reported to be strongest on parietal electrodes
(Duarte et al. 2004; Rugg & Curran 2007; Voss et al. 2010) while the effect in our study
was most pronounced on central electrodes. This speaks for an interpretation in terms of
the N400 outlined above.
Taken together, the observed cross-language effect strongly suggests (automatic) coactivation of the L2 German translation equivalents of L1 signs during L1 sentence processing: Deaf bimodal bilinguals co-activate the German translations of DGS signs during
signed sentence processing, i.e., information from the L2 (German) is co-activated across
modalities during fluent L1 sentence processing (DGS). Here, it is important to qualify
the dominance of the two languages across different groups of signers (i.e. hearing and
deaf), especially in the context of previous studies examining language non-selective lexical access in signers. As already discussed in Section 1.1, Lee et al. (2019) show that the
dominance of spoken/written and sign language in hearing and deaf bimodal bilinguals
differs dramatically. Although hearing bimodal bilinguals acquire the sign language as
their native language from their parents, through school education and in broader sociolinguistic contexts, the spoken language often becomes their dominant language. For congenitally deaf bimodal bilinguals, however, the sign language is, naturally, the dominant
language (Emmorey et al. 2013; 2016; Pizer et al. 2013). The results reported in the current study, therefore, provides evidence that the less dominant, perceptually non-overlapping L2 words are co-activated during L1 signed sentence processing. This has important
implications for models of bilingual word recognition concerning the nature of cross-talk
between two languages during processing, which we discuss next.
4.2 Theoretical account of co-activation in bimodal bilinguals

Although theoretical models of bilingual word recognition focus on hearing unimodal
bilinguals, in what follows, we review them with regard to bimodal bilingual sign/word
recognition. The Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM) by Kroll & Stewart (1994) proposes
that there are strong connections from L2 to L1 on the lexical level, because individuals
learn a second language on the basis of first language mediation. Thus, individuals at a
relatively early stage of L2 learning process L2 items via their L1 translations. However,
processing of L2 items via the corresponding L1 translation reduces with advanced L2
competence. Thus, more proficient L2 speakers can directly access concepts for L2 items.
In the present study, we demonstrate strong connections between L1 sign representations and L2 word representations that enables co-activation from L1 to L2, even during
L1 sentence processing. While the RHM model does not preclude parallel activation of
L2 during L1 processing (since L1 and L2 share a conceptual system), RHM focuses on
(semantic) L1 activation during L2 processing and does not directly address how crossmodal cross-language non-selective lexical access between L1 sign representations and L2
orthographic representations of words comes about.
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In contrast to RHM, the Bilingual Interactive Activation model (BIA+, Dijkstra & Heuven
2002) allows greater insight into the mechanisms underlying cross-language priming
effects in orthographic word recognition. BIA+ assumes that language activation is not
language-selective, i.e., that input in one language automatically activates word candidates in both languages of a bilingual. Hence, processing a prime word presented in one
language affects the processing of an upcoming target word of the second language. The
strongest evidence comes from orthographic word recognition tasks with cognate words,
which not only share meaning but also overlap in orthography across languages (such as
the Dutch-English cognate tomaat – tomato). Conceptually, BIA+ assumes separate lexical
entries for L1 and L2. Thus, in contrast to RHM, access of L2 semantics is not mediated by
L1, but L2 entails separate word form-meaning associations. Importantly, BIA+ assumes
an integrated lexicon containing words from both languages, thus languages are not functionally separated. Although we find priming effects suggestive of parallel activation of
both languages – as predicted by BIA+ –, the model may have difficulties capturing the
pattern of effects reported here. BIA+ is, in principle, a model of orthographic recognition
and assumes activation of only direct competitors. The similarity of the input is a decisive
premise for the model, which by definition does not exist in the present case of sign and
word representations of different language modalities. Thus, the mechanisms underlying
the co-activation of the non-overlapping other language representation remains unclear
within the structure proposed by BIA+.
The most promising explanation of the current results stems from the Bilingual Language
Interaction Network for Comprehension of Speech model (BLINCS) by Shook & Marian
(2013). BLINCS is a computational model of bilingual language processing that consists
of an interconnected network of self-organizing maps (SOM). Self-organizing maps are
based on unsupervised learning algorithms. The input received by the SOM is mapped on
to the next ‘best match’ output via emerging learning associations (such as associations
between word form and meaning), and associations that share features or consistently
co-occur and cluster together (such as semantically related words). BLINCS contains several different layers for different representational levels in the lexicon: i.e., phonological,
semantic, phono-lexical and ortho-lexical layers. Each layer is a self-organized map. They
are bi-directionally connected so that activation can spread within as well as between
levels. Both languages of a bilingual are represented in the same SOMs, i.e., they are not
functionally distinct. Competition as well as co-activation between languages is a result
of these shared representations. In the case of unimodal bilingualism, the model postulates that phonological and semantic levels are shared across languages, i.e., they rely
on the same basic semantic and phonological features for both languages. Phono-lexical
and ortho-lexical levels are not directly shared but overlapping, e.g., for cognate words.
Within the phono- and ortho-lexical level, there are lateral connections between words
within and across languages, so there can be lateral competition. Furthermore, all levels
can feed back to higher and lower levels: For example, semantics can restrict activation at
the phono-lexical level and the phono-lexical level can feed back to the phonological level
(cf. Shook & Marian 2013: 306).
In the case of bimodal bilingualism, the modalities of the input differ and cross-language
co-activation cannot, therefore, rely on the same phonemes. However, the model already
assumes a visual information level to capture mouth representation cues such as those
underlying the McGurk effect (McGurk & MacDonald 1976) and to restrict activation to
words relevant to the visual context. Furthermore, BLINCS predicts that activation will
spread within and across layers such that not only direct translations across languages are
co-activated, but also related words within the non-target language receive some activation. Thus, expanding the model to incorporate another input layer to capture the visual
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input of sign phonological features would capture the findings reported in the current
study, with regard to the co-activation of non-overlapping other language representations.
The modified version of BLINCS incorporating bimodal bilingual representation levels
would, nevertheless, have to answer two crucial questions: First, what are the sub-lexical features of word representations in congenitally deaf people (spoken and/or written
word representations), as per definition they cannot be based on auditory phonological features? Second, if activation is spread between the sign-phonological level and the
spoken/written word representation level, what are the features shared by both modality different levels? With regard to the first question, we argue that sub-lexical features
of word presentations in congenitally deaf people consist of visual cues such as mouth
representations of spoken words and orthographic representations of written words.
MacSweeney et al. (2013) provide evidence that congenitally deaf people have some
sort of phonological representation of spoken words. The authors recorded EEG of deaf
and hearing participants during the presentation of English phonologically rhyming and
non-rhyming word pairs (rhyming: bear-fair; non-rhyming: scar-fair). Note that – unlike
German with a phonologically more transparent orthography – these English word pairs
rhyme in their phonology but deviate in their orthography. Interestingly, both deaf and
hearing participants showed an enhanced negativity to non-rhyming word pairs compared to rhyming word pairs at approximately 450 ms. In other words, English word
pairs that rhyme phonologically but do not overlap orthographically (bear-fair) showed
a more positive going ERP response compared to non-rhyming English word pairs (scarfair). Given the absence of orthographical overlap, this effect can only be explained in
terms of the phonological overlap between the words. The authors argue on the basis
of this data that phonological processing is, to a large extent, amodal or supramodal, a
notion supported by an fMRI study on English rhyme judgments with deaf participants
(MacSweeney et al. 2008). In other words, a certain degree of phonological processing
accompanies orthographic processing in congenitally deaf populations. With regard to
our stimuli, German translation equivalents of prime-target pairs in the cross-modal condition were orthographic minimal pairs as well as phonological minimal pairs in German.
We assume, therefore, that sub-lexical representations of German words either consist of
only visual features, such as orthographic and mouth representation features, or that they
consist of a combination of visual and amodal phonological features, such that overlap at
either or both of these levels can be used to detect cross-language co-activation of other
language representations (as in the current study).
The second question concerns the modality-independent shared lexical features that
allow for cross-modal language co-activation. The phonological representations of signs
include features of the visual-manual modality, such as handshape, orientation, location
and movement of the signs. Further, orthographic representations of words include graphemic and/or amodal phonological features, which have no overlap with sign phonology.
Previous studies on cross-modal cross-language co-activation (Morford et al. 2011; Ormel
et al. 2012; Shook & Marian 2012; Kubus et al. 2014) discuss two alternatives for the connections mediating cross-modal co-activation: (i) an interconnection via a shared semantic node at the semantic level (Ormel et al. 2012: 301), and (ii) an interconnection via
a direct, non-semantic link at the lexical level (Shook & Marian 2012: 321). The critical
difference between both explanations lies in the assumption of a shared semantic node
that mediates cross-modal language co-activation, similar to the propositions made by the
RHM model.
We suggest, however, that an alternative link between sign and word representations
comes from visual cues of mouth representations of spoken words, also called mouthing.
The mouthing of a sign is defined as the silent articulation of (parts of) the corresponding
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spoken word simultaneously to producing the sign. For example, when producing the
manual DGS sign mother, the lips purse and silently articulate the syllable mu. As such,
mouthing is a nonmanual component occurring simultaneously to manual signs in sign
language production and it spells out (parts of) spoken words. Assuming an adapted version of BLINCS for bimodal bilinguals, it is possible that the corresponding mouthing of a
sign constitutes a feature of the sub-lexical representation of signs as well as a feature of
the sub-lexical representation of words. The phonological SOM would thus not be a set of
phonemes shared by L1 and L2, as it is for unimodal bilinguals. Rather, the phonological
SOM in the bimodal bilingual model would be a set of (a) sign-phonological features and
(b) spoken language sub-lexical features. This would include the manual and nonmanual
elements of sign languages – such as handshape, orientation, location, and movement of
the hands, as well as lexicalized mimic, head and upper body positions, and mouthing.
Hence, the representation would also include the sub-lexical features of spoken languages
– such as orthographic representations, potentially amodal phonological features and visual cues of mouth representations. Crucially, the visual representation of the mouthing
is shared by L1 sign features as well as by L2 spoken word features. Figure 4 presents an
adapted version of the BLINCS model for (deaf) bimodal bilingual language processing.

Figure 4: Adapted version of the Bilingual Language Interaction Network for Comprehension
of Speech model (BLINCS) by Shook & Marian (2013: 306). In this adapted version for (deaf)
bimodal bilinguals, we propose visual information as input modality. In contrast to unimodal
bilinguals, who have shared phonological features for both their spoken languages, we suggest that the phonological level of deaf bimodal bilinguals contains features only related to
L1 (signs), features only related to L2 (words), and shared phonological features such as visual cues of mouthing. The arrows between levels indicate a spread of activation across the
different levels of representations. According to the original BLINCS model, “[t]here are bidirectional excitatory connections between and within each level of the model, and inhibitory
connections at the phono-lexical and ortho-lexical levels.” (Shook & Marian 2013: 306). Whether
the inhibitory connections also account for (deaf) bimodal bilinguals, is up for future research.
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Cross-modal language co-activation in bimodal bilinguals could, therefore, be triggered
at a very early stage of language processing by the shared feature of visual mouth representations. Thus, the mouthing component of a sign representation could co-activate the
corresponding spoken word representation and its neighbors. In the design of our stimulus
material, we deliberately presented the critical prime and target signs without mouthing
(see Section 2.2) to prevent facilitation of target recognition based on similar mouthing
cues during prime production. But, since activation in the BLINCS model interacts within
and across levels, the manually presented signs could have co-activated the corresponding
mouthing features and by that the corresponding German word representation, leading to
the reported priming effect.
Further evidence for the idea of mouthing to be a connective link between sign and
word representations is provided by a case study of a deaf bilingual women (British Sign
Language (BSL) – English) with left-hemispheric aphasia (Marshall et al. 2005). Although
‘Maureen’ showed no spontaneous language production, and her comprehension of BSL
and English was severely impaired, especially on the semantic level, she could be cued
to produce English words when presented with a sign plus mouthing. Since Maureen
could not be cued to produce English words by gestures, Marshall et al. (2005) argue that
English word representations and BSL sign representations are not mediated via a semantic node, but rather directly linked in Maureen’s lexicon via the mouthing. “The above
evidence suggests that mouthing should be viewed as a bilingual contact phenomenon
[…].” (Marshall et al. 2005: 733).
Similarly, neuroimaging studies with deaf bimodal bilinguals provide neurocognitive
evidence for cortical overlap in processing signs with mouthing and processing speech.
Capek et al. (2008) investigated whether the cortical correlates of processing sign language
differ from the processing of seen speech. In other words, they examined whether the cortical correlates of processing signs with mouthing differ from the processing of signs with
non-speech mouth actions (like, e.g., mouth gestures or echo phonology; Woll, 2001).
Results indicate that signs with mouthing and seen speech are processed in similar regions
distinct from those regions used for processing solely manual sign and signs with mouth
action. This supports the assumption that signs with mouthing have a structural overlap
with spoken words that blurs the distinction between their sub-lexical representations.
However, the linguistic status of mouthing is as yet unclear and a highly controversial
topic in sign language research (for an overview see Boyes Braem & Sutton-Spence 2001).
Indeed, the results of the current study do not provide a conclusive answer to whether
cross-language co-activation is mediated via a semantic node, via a direct lexical link, or
via mouthing as a shared sub-lexical representation. However, we believe that mouthing
may provide an additional link between the two languages of a deaf bimodal bilingual
that bypasses the semantic or lexical route. A concrete way to test this, would be to test
the degree of co-activation by differentiating between noun prime-target pairs and other
word class prime-target pairs, because mouthing is often used to a larger extent with
nouns.3 Hence, we highlight the need for further research on this issue, with respect to
the function of mouthing as a nonmanual component in the sub-lexical representation of
signs, as well as with respect to the kind of sub-lexical representations of spoken words in
congenitally deaf people who are not exposed to auditory input.

5 Summary and conclusions

The present ERP study on DGS priming demonstrates that target signs preceded by signphonologically overlapping prime signs can engender a priming effect during sentence
processing (within language priming effect). The study also presents evidence for co-acti3
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vation of second language words during native sign language processing. Target signs preceded by sign-phonologically unrelated primes but with orthographically/phonologically
related German translation equivalents also engendered a priming effect (cross-modal
cross-language priming effect). This indicates that signs with an overt phonological overlap
can prime each other during sentence processing. Furthermore – and more interestingly –
deaf bimodal bilinguals also seem to activate orthographic/phonological representations
of L2 spoken words during L1 sign language sentence processing. We have discussed several explanations for this cross-modal co-activation based on semantic and non-semantic
links. However, we favor an alternative explanation that assumes the mouthing of a sign
to be a shared representational component on the sub-lexical level of sign and word representations. We, therefore, argue that overt phonological priming occurs during natural
sign language sentence processing and that the processing of their native sign language by
congenitally deaf native signers can lead to the co-activation of orthographic/phonological representations of their second (spoken) language.
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